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Advocacy for Retaining the Name of Meghdoot Theatre

May 2017, New Delhi

The Trust actively advocated for, and was successful in retaining the name of the iconic Meghdoot Theatre. When we 
learnt from reliable sources and invites on social media, about a grand program to rename the Meghdoot Theatre to 
Alkazi Theatre, it was a shocking news. How could the great literary personality like Kalidas be displaced to 
accommodate modern Theatre. We objected vehemently to this move. 

With due respect to the valuable contribution of Shri Alkazi, we suggested that either the affluent Alkazi family create 
a Alkazi Centre with their own resources, or should try to convince the National School of Drama to allot a part of the 
Bhawalpur House for this. As the core of Shri Alkazi is pure Theatre whereas Sangeet Natak Academy is more 
towards the Classical Dances and Music related Drama. Thus neither removing the Meghdoot name appropriate for 
our cultural ethos, and nor is it suitable for the modern Theatre represented by Shri Alkazi and his likes.

The focus of the objection was not only to protect the stature of our great writer of ancient times, but also to centre-
stage the need to strengthen the roots of ancient Bhartiya Sanskrit, and prevent hidden attempts to underplay the 
'sanatan sanskriti'. 

Vigorous efforts, via effective communication and meetings with Hon'ble Culture Minister Dr Mahesh Sharma, 
Secretary Culture and several dignitaries who are active for policy on Culture. We also got audience with BJP 
President Shri Amit Shah to express our concerns on damaging our established culture. He was attentive as well as 
actively supported our views. We are satisfied that our leaders gave us a hearing and retained the name of Meghdoot 
Theatre, and are thankful for their positive steps.

BJP President Shri Amit Shah
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